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House Resolution 250

By: Representatives Sims of the 151st, Bryant of the 160th, Heard of the 104th, and Dukes of

the 150th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Bradley Benson, a 12-year-old Putney youth who was born with Ambiotic1

Band Syndrome resulting in the loss of limb, and who receives physical therapy  at Phoebe2

Putney Memorial Hospital, and inviting him to appear before the House of Representatives;3

and for other purposes.4

WHEREAS, Bradley Benson is a bright and determined young man who attends Radium5

Springs Middle School where he is an excellent student; and6

WHEREAS, he is also a superb big brother to Dustin and Kaitlin; and7

WHEREAS, attending weekly therapy sessions, his hard work and resilience are an inspiring8

example to every Georgian; and9

WHEREAS, Children's Miracle Network, the alliance of premier children's hospital,10

spotlights the heroic battles of children, like Bradley, with illnesses and injuries; and11

WHEREAS, Bradley Benson will represent Georgia and the millions of American children12

treated each year at Children's Miracle Network hospitals during the Foresters Champions13

Across America program; and14

WHEREAS, as a Children's Miracle Network Champion, Bradley will share his experience15

being treated at Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital.16

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that17

the members of this body congratulate Bradley Benson for his positive attitude in the face18

of a difficult medical condition and convey to him their sincere best wishes for safe travel19

and a memorable experience during Foresters Champions Across America, a Children's20

Miracle Network program.21
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BE IF FURTHER RESOLVED that Bradley Benson is invited to appear before the House1

of Representatives for the purposes of being recognized by the House and receiving an2

appropriate copy of this resolution at a date and time to be determined by the Speaker of the3

House.4


